ABOUT THE SINGLE ADDRESS TICKET

Homeowners, contractors and Arizona 811 members can easily create online requests to have utility lines marked at a single residential address. The Single Address Ticket tool is intended for simple requests only — not multiple addresses, complicated locate requests, intersections or Emergency Requests. Like other 811 tickets, it must be created at least two full working days before any type of digging is scheduled to begin and is valid for 15 working days. Please remember to provide physical access to the job site by unlocking gates, providing gate codes if necessary, and making sure dogs and other pets are removed from the yard.

Use the Single Address Ticket even if you’re not a regular E-Stake user. It’s one of the many online tools Arizona 811 offers to help you save time and resources. Call our Support Specialist Team at 602.659.7500 Ext. 2293 or email Support.Specialists@Arizona811.com if you have questions about the Single Address Ticket or about becoming a regular E-Stake user.